We propose a novel lazy learning method called QPAL. QPAL does not simply utilize a kind of distance measure between the query instance and training instances as many lazy learning methods do. It attempts to discover useful patterns known as query projections, which are customized to the query instance. The discovery for useful QPs is conducted in an innovative way. QPAL can guarantee to discover high-quality QPs in the learning process. We use some benchmark data sets and a spam email filtering problem to evaluate QPAL and demonstrate that QPAL achieves good performance and high reliability.
Introduction
The idea of lazy learning [1] has been proposed as the contrary of common eager learning algorithms. Common eager learning methods eagerly compile the training data into some concept descriptions (e.g., rule sets, decision trees, networks, graphical models). They attempt to seek a particular general hypothesis, which covers the entire instance space. In contrast to eager learning, lazy learning models do not involve any model construction before they encounter the unseen instance to be classified, implying that they do not conduct any processing until they are requested. The customized model and all the intermediate results are discarded when the learning process for this unseen instance completes. Therefore lazy learning algorithms need much less training costs but more storage and computational resources than eager algorithms during classification. Nevertheless lazy learning algorithms can make use of the characteristics of the unseen instance to explore a richer hypothesis space during classification.
In fact lazy learning methods sometimes significantly outperform some eager algorithms for particular learning tasks.
Lazy learning exhibits advantages in many learning scenarios. For example, some round-the-clock 24-hour online services such as spam email filtering may require to update the training data frequently, without interrupting the service. Common eager learning methods need to learn a new global classifier every time the training data is updated. When the training data is large and complex, it is not economical for the service provider to conduct eager learning frequently. Lazy learning methods have no such problems. Generally, the updating of training data is the only operation required by lazy learning methods.
Another learning scenario for which lazy learning is competitive is that the learning target class is not fixed and the attribute set is large. Under such a complex circumstance, the attribute set is usually not oriented to a specific learning task. There may be many irrelevant attributes as well as incomplete data. For example, suppose a global enterprise possesses a huge business data base with an extremely large number of attributes. The query instances to be classified are delivered from time to time, where the intended class attribute may vary from time to time too. One query might be "What will be the profit level given a specific district and a specific time period?". Another query might be "Whether a new product of an existing category will be well accepted among a specific group of customers?". Under these circumstances, there can be numerous tuples of a attribute set and a target class. It is not only expensive but sometimes also infeasible to conduct eager learning every time a query of different target class is given. In contrast, lazy learning has advantages in handling such problems in an efficient way. The reason is that lazy learning handles each classification as an independent learning process, and hence it can be customized to the unseen instance and focuses only on the local data patterns.
Many lazy learning algorithms are also described as "instance-based" or "memory-based". Suppose we need to predict the class label of an unseen instance, called the query. Many lazy learning methods collect the training instances similar to the query instance for learning.
Generally a distance metric will be utilized to quantify the impact of each training instance. In this paper, we propose a novel lazy learning method, which takes a subset of the query attributes as a learning unit. Our learning method is called Query Projection Analytical Learning (QPAL) which explores the projections of the query instance for learning. A query projection (QP) is represented by a set of attribute values shared by the query and, potentially, some training instances [9] . The utilization of QPs for learning helps achieve a balance between precision and robustness with a richer hypothesis space. QPAL explores and analyzes QPs, attempting to generate an appropriate set of QPs. The final prediction is made by combining some statistics of the selected QPs.
The learning process of QPAL is customized to the query instance. There is no global model construction. Nothing is done until the query comes. Moreover, after answering a query, the customized model and all the intermediate results are discarded. Hence QPAL can be regarded as a lazy learning method. QPAL starts with the query, which can be regarded as the most specific QP. By gradually removing some attribute values, QPAL obtains more general QPs. Note that these QPs should be supported by training data. Otherwise they will not be considered. Then QPAL will iteratively combine these QPs to produce more general QPs until the stopping criteria is met. At each step, QPAL will investigate the empirical class distribution of the current QP, then decide whether it should be selected or discarded or reserved as seeds. In essence, QPAL has several distinct characteristics as follows.
First, QPAL focuses on the local QPs rather than learning a set of rules which form a general classifier. The learning process is tailored to the query rather than partitioning the whole attribute hyperspace to obtain a global classifier such as a decision tree. Particularly, for real-world problems where the training data needs to be frequently updated such as spam email filtering problem, QPAL has an advantage of reducing the cost of maintenance and operation.
Second, from the perspective of concept learning, the discovered QPs can be regarded as a kind of classification knowledge. A number of classical learning algorithms such as decision tree [15] or rule-based learning [12, 13] have a common characteristic. The data space is recursively partitioned in a greedy manner, which usually leads to the horizon effect [2] . The reason is that the heuristic used to guide the partition commonly looks no further than the next attribute to select. Several extensions [17, 18, 14] have been proposed to cope with the horizon effect, but the optimal result still cannot be guaranteed. However, QPAL does not intend to construct a global model. Its learning process is customized to the query instance. Hence QPAL does not suffer from the horizon effect as many classical eager learning models do. We will demonstrate that QPAL can guarantee to discover high-quality QPs efficiently. It can guarantee a sufficiently low probability to reject any useful QPs with an expected accuracy higher than a specified value.
Third, unlike many existing lazy learning methods [5, 6, 10, 11] , QPAL does not employ ordinary Euclidean distance as the weighting scheme of training instances. Instead, QPAL considers the weighting of a QP, or a group of training instances. It makes the best of the "more-general-than" relationship which is simple but reliable.
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of QPAL, we conducted extensive experiments with benchmark data sets and a spam email filtering problem. QPAL achieves good classification performance and it also exhibits higher reliability and scalability with attribute dimension and the number of training instances.
In Section 3, we will introduce the concept of query projections and their utility in learning. Then we discuss the learning framework based on QPs. A QP selection metric and a set of rules are proposed to facilitate the discovery of useful QPs. In Section 4, we will show how undecided QPs are analyzed and present the learning algorithm. Section 5 empirically investigates the learning process of QPAL. In Section 6, we will discuss how to extend our QPAL to handle continuous attribute values. The experimental results and discussions are given in Section 7. Section 8 gives the conclusion and future work.
Related Work
A simple but effective way to conduct lazy learning is the classical k nearest neighbor (kNN) model and its variants [8, 5, 6, 10] . Intuitively, kNN model can be viewed as locating a fixed number of training instances, namely nearest neighbors, for the unseen instance. It uses their class labels to predict the unseen instance. The main difference between QPAL and kNN is that QPAL considers QPs closest to the unseen instance rather than the nearest training instances. Therefore, QPAL is more like a model-selection method rather than a case-based learning method. Second, QPAL does not require ordinary distance metric between instances as kNN does. kNN either assigns the same weight to every nearest neighbor or defines a weighting scheme based on the distance metric. The complicated weighting scheme might incur more computational cost and lose the advantage of pure lazy learning. QPAL uses a different scheme to perform both feature selection and feature weighting. Third, kNN is lack of interpretability and might fail to uncover some useful but lower-order attribute patterns. QPAL can output QPs as discovered knowledge or explanations of the prediction.
Recently, Li et al. [11] proposed a learning framework, called DeEPs, using emerging patterns. It makes use of the frequency of an instance's subsets of attribute values and the frequency-change rate of the subsets among training classes to perform learning. Both DeEPs and QPAL have the idea of using subsets of attribute values rather than using distance. QPAL is different from DeEPs with respect to the characteristics of QP-based patterns and the mechanism for obtaining good QPs. Moreover, DeEPs tends to favor those frequent patterns having an infinite rate, i.e., all associated instances having the same label. QPAL considers a tradeoff between the frequency and the pattern of class distribution. QPAL also utilizes an exploration algorithm rather than the set operations in DeEPs. These characteristics enable QPAL to select subsets of attribute values in a more principled manner.
Chang and Li has recently proposed a maximizing expected generalization algorithm for learning complex query concepts (MEGA) [4] . It learns an online query concept with the minimum number of labeled instances through active learning, and it can sustain learning under working conditions when no relevant examples are provided at the beginning of the active learning process. A divide-and-conquer method is used to divide high-dimensional features into a number of groups to speed up the learning. Our method resembles MEGA in the idea of decomposing query into groups of attributes, but the objective of learning is different. QPAL focuses on handling common learning problems such as classification. MEGA mainly addresses active online query answering problems.
3 Learning with Query Projections 3.1 The Concept of Query Projection Suppose the learning problem is defined on a class variable C and a finite set F = (F 1 , . . . , F n ) of discrete random variables, i.e., attributes. Each attribute F i can take on values from respective domains, denoted by V (F i ). To simplify the discussion without loss of generality, we assume that the class variable C is a Boolean variable since a multi-class variable can be broken into a set of binary variables. A query instance t is denoted by a full set of attribute values {t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n } where t i ∈ V (F i ). Its QPs can be viewed as subsets of the set {t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n }. We denote the cardinality of a QP A as |A| where A ⊆ t.
For example, suppose the query is to classify whether the sale is good, or poor, or average. The attributes are {Season = F all, Region = Asia, P roduct = Laptop, Clients = Students}. The manager cannot achieve the goal with incomplete or insufficient data. However, the data in his hand might deliver a convincing summary of the sale at a more general level, i.e., {F all, Asia, ?, Students} or {F all, ?, laptop, ?}. These subsets of the query are QPs. This paper will show that some of them can contribute to learning, or at least bring users closer to the answer for the query. The QPs of a particular query constitute a lattice. The links between QPs reflect the "moregeneral-than" relationship [16] , which can be utilized to explore QPs for learning. A QP is valid only when it is associated with some instances belonging to its concept.
Each valid QP can be regarded as a sub-classifier whose prediction is the majority class among its associated training instances. Suppose a QP has x associated training instances, which is called frequency. Among the x associated training instances, y instances sharing the same majority class label is called majority count. Then y/x is called the majority rate of that QP. It can also be viewed as the empirical accuracy of applying that particular QP for classification.
The ideal case is to have a QP whose associated instances 100% belonging to the same class. Since the query is a specialization of the given QP, the query should also belong to that class. However, in practice, there are several issues to be considered. First, sometimes the highest majority rate among all valid QPs is far less than the ideal case. Second, the empirical majority rate may be unreliable when there are insufficient associated instances. Third, there might be more than one QPs that can serve as good subclassifiers.
Exploring Valid QPs
Since some QPs can be regarded as sub-classifiers, we use a set of approximately optimal QPs to help learn the query. Suppose a set of qualified QPs are discovered by the method which we are going to discuss below. These discovered QPs are then combined to classify the given query. The final prediction is made by summarizing the frequency of each class on all selected QPs. The class with the maximal frequency serves as the predictor for the class label of the given query. In this step, since a particular single training instance may appear in different QPs, we can observe that it may be sampled multiple times proportional to its contribution to the learning. This usually happens when a training instance exhibits relatively high similarities to the query.
As there are 2 n subsets of a query {t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n }, It is a computational challenge to search for a set of QPs with unknown size. In fact there are 2
We develop techniques to cope with this problem. First, the number of valid QPs is usually much smaller than 2 n , because a valid QP must have some associated training instances. The QPs without sufficient data support cannot provide any help in learning, and hence can be ignored. Second, we design an method to explore and discover useful QPs. It can systematically examine valid QPs.
In our method, QPs are explored in sequence based on their cardinalities. Suppose the largest cardinality among all QPs is k. The exploration starts with QPs with the largest cardinality k. They can be enumerated and explored directly by investigating all qualified training instances, i.e., sharing exactly the same k attribute values with the query.
For a valid QP S whose |S| < k, it must satisfy one of the following conditions.
Cond1: S has associated training instances which share exactly l identical attribute values with the query.
Cond2: S is a common subset of two or more explored QPs whose cardinalities are all larger than l.
Cond3: S is a pure subset of an explored QP whose cardinality is larger than l. All S's associated training instances are also inherited from that explored QP. QPs belonging to this condition need not to be considered in the exploration discussed below.
Thus all valid QPs with cardinality l < k can be exhaustively enumerated in two ways. The first way is to explore all training instances which share exactly l identical attribute values with the query. The second way is to check all common subsets of explored valid QPs with cardinalities larger than l.
Consequently, we can explore all valid QPs systematically, from the largest cardinality to the smallest cardinality, via scanning the training data. The whole process is conducted by examining all available training instances. Then the number of valid QPs is constrained by both 2 n and the number of training instances that share at least one attribute value with the query t. They are ranked according to their number of identical attribute values with the query. Thus at each step only a small fraction of training data needs to be read into memory. With this connection between QPs and instances, operations on QPs are transformed into operations on training instances.
The learning process is usually completed after only examining those training data which is closely related to the query. For problems with large attribute dimensions but relatively sparse training data, our method has obvious advantage in the capability of exploring all valid QPs. Even for problems with both large attribute dimensions and large number of data instances, our method can still efficiently reduce the search space and discover useful QPs with the aid of a set of rules, as discussed below.
The Metric for Selecting Useful QPs
The purpose of exploring QPs is to help learn the query. Hence we propose a selection metric to find the most useful QPs. As we have stated, the learning for the query prefers QPs with a reliably high majority rate.
To select the most useful QPs, we set two thresholds which can be adjusted to meet the demand in practice. One is the minimal tolerance accuracy for a QP, denoted by q. The other is the minimal expected accuracy for a QP, denoted by p. p is always selected to be greater than q.
Suppose a QP has the expected accuracy equal to p. We denote the probability of observing its y majority class instances among its all x associated training instances by P (y/x), expressed as follows:
For an arbitrary QP whose y/x ≤ q, its actual accuracy might be higher than the minimal tolerance accuracy q. However, through Equation 3.1, we can control the possibility of incorrectly rejecting such kind of QPs. If P (y/x) of this QP is less than a threshold γ, we will reject to consider it further. Equation 3.2 illustrates the condition of rejecting a QP whose majority rate is lower than q.
Consequently, the QPs with a low majority rate y/x and relatively large frequency x will be filtered out. We only have less than γ (e.g., 5%) chance to incorrectly reject an useful QP with an accuracy higher than q.
On the contrary, if y/x > p, we also consider the possibility to accept this QP as with an accuracy higher than p. Equation 3.3 depicts the fact that the probability of a QP having an expected classification accuracy less than p is no more than γ.
Since p is selected to be greater than q, QPs with large frequency x and high majority rate y/x are preferred and accepted as sub-classifiers. We only have less than γ (e.g., 5%) chance to select an unreliable QP with expected accuracy less than p (e.g., the majority rate of the whole training data set).
If a QP has neither been accepted nor been rejected, it is then stored for further analysis, which we will discuss in Section 4. In the analysis, the common subsets of stored QPs are used to generate new useful QPs as stated by the condition Cond2 mentioned in Section 3.2. Figure 1 depicts the complete process of exploring QPs. First all valid QPs are ranked and examined by scanning the training data. Then we use a selection metric to find useful valid QPs. If a QP is accepted as a good predictive sub-model, it will be selected as discovered knowledge. If a QP is rejected, it will be discarded. If a QP is neither selected nor discarded, it is then stored. The common subsets of stored QPs are used to generate new QPs which could not be explored directly from the training data. Finally the discovered QPs are combined to predict the query as stated in Section 3.5. In this exploration, a set of straightforward but effective rules are utilized to improve the efficiency. These rules are designed on a basis of the subset relationship between QPs. In QPAL, two QPs can only be compared with each other when they have the subset relationship. This can significantly improve the learning efficiency. This approach also avoids introducing any apriori assumptions such as dependence or independence of attributes, a global Euclidean distance metric, or a weighting scheme for different attributes. This makes the learning from QPs more flexible and more robust. We introduce a property called Posterior Property, which can be viewed as the inverse of the common Apriori Property used in classical association rule learning. Apriori property can be expressed as "nonempty subsets of a frequent item set must also be frequent." Posterior Property can be expressed as "A specialization (superset) of a good QP is also a good QP". For instance, if S 1 has a high majority rate and S 1 ⊂ S 2 , then S 2 has a greater chance to have a high majority rate. As an extreme case, if S 1 has a 100% majority rate, so does S 2 . If S 2 is observed to have low majority rate, it implies that S 1 also cannot have 100% majority rate.
Discovering Useful QPs
Based on the above arguments and having S 1 ⊂ S 2 , we design the following rules:
• Rule of exemption : If S 2 has been selected, which means that it has sufficiently high majority rate and sufficient associated training instances, then S 1 should not be considered any more because S 1 is a generalization of S 2 and contains less information from the query. Returning to the previous example, {F all, Asia, ?, Students} can suppress {F all, Asia, ?, ?} if the former has sufficient data support. Meanwhile, {F all, Asia, ?, Students} cannot suppress {F all, ?, laptop, ?} although the former has larger cardinality.
• Rule of exclusion : If S 2 is discarded, then S 1
should not be considered any more due to the same reason as the Rule of exemption. This rule can also be regarded as an extension of the Rule of exemption.
• Rule of inheritance : If S 2 has the same associated training instance set as S 1 , S 2 need not to be considered as a valid QP since S 1 can replace it without any cost.
The above rules show that QPs can be exploited by analyzing their relationship and observing their class distributions. The decision of selecting or discarding a particular QP will trigger a family of QPs to be pruned. These operations can significantly accelerate the searching for an appropriate set of useful QPs. Figure 2 describes pseudo-code of the discovery process of useful QPs. Note that most operations have been transformed into operations on training instances, as shown in Steps 1-2. Steps 6 and 9 use Equations 3.2 and 3.3 to decide whether to accept or reject a QP. Steps 7 and 11 employ the rules discussed above to accelerate the discovering process. The processing of undecided QPs at Step 14 is discussed in Section 4. These components constitute our QPAL learning method.
Predict the Query with Discovered QPs
After QPAL discovers an appropriate set r of useful QPs, a majority voting is conducted among the training instances associated with selected QPs. Each discovered QP can be viewed as a sub-classifier and the final ------------------------ 19 Return the discovered QP set r. Figure 2 : The pseudo-code of the discovery process of useful QPs prediction is a combination of those sub-classifiers. The class with the maximum sum of frequencies in all discovered QPs is the classification result of the query instance.
---------------------------
It should be noted that associated training instances are sampled for multiple times if they are associated with more than one QP. Consequently, the training instances closer to the query tend to have a larger impact on the final prediction, because they have larger chances to associate with more discovered QPs. Moreover, the sampling scheme leads to a weighting scheme of the discovered QPs. A QP with more support from training instances plays a more important role in the final decision. The weight for a discovered QP is proportional to its observed frequency, which can be viewed as the confidence on its associated sub-classifier.
Generate Useful QPs from Undecided QPs
As we have discussed, the QPs are extracted from the training data and then considered in a systematic manner. In this process, there might be some QPs that can be neither rejected nor accepted, as shown in Step 14 in Figure 2 . For example, a QP of the largest cardinality has the frequency x = 5 and the majority count y = 4. With the high majority rate, i.e., 80%, it will not be rejected. But its low frequency makes it also unacceptable. Generally these QPs are reserved in a temporary QP set u. If the whole process does not produce any interesting QPs with Equation 3.3, u is analyzed to generate some useful QPs for learning.
The generation of useful QPs is conducted in an iterative manner. First, QPs are divided into groups according to their majority class. In each group, the mating of any pair of QPs will reproduce a new QP, which is the common subset of its parents. These newly generated QPs will be considered to be accepted or rejected. If there are still no interesting QPs satisfying Equation 3.3, the remaining QPs, i.e., QPs not satisfying Equation 3.2, will become the updated QP set u. This will iterate until some useful QPs are found. If there is no new generation of QPs, i.e., u becoming empty, this generation process will automatically terminate. The details of the generation is described in Figure 3 . 
--------------------------

Figure 3: Generate useful QPs from undecided QPs
From another perspective, the analyzing of undecided QPs in u is to work through valid QPs belonging to the condition Cond2 mentioned in Section 3.2. For those QPs cannot be explored by using the training data directly, we need to use existing QPs, i.e., r, to access them. The QPs rejected by Equation 3.2 and the QPs accepted by Equation 3.3 are excluded according to the rules in Section 3.4. Therefore, all valid QPs can be scanned by QPAL efficiently. This property helps QPAL to avoid the horizon effect. Particularly, suppose there is a valid QP with 100% accuracy. QPAL can guarantee the discovery of this QP, which cannot be done by common eager learning algorithms such as decision tree or association rule-based learning. The proof is given below.
Proof. Suppose there exists a QP S i with 100% expected accuracy. Then each QP S j satisfying S i ⊆ S j ⊆ t should also be with 100% expected accuracy. Hence they will not be discarded in the learning process and at least one of them will be employed according to Equation 3.3. Common eager classification rule learning methods cannot achieve this, because all QP S k satisfying S k ⊆ S i ⊆ t may not have distinguishable information gain or observed accuracy although S i can. This observation can be found in the two synthetic problems in Section 5.
Although the generation process adds some computational cost. We can show that the time complexity of QPAL is still acceptable, and even lower than many common eager learning algorithms. First of all, The time complexity of QPAL is bounded by the number of valid QPs rather than theoretical 2 2 n . The number of valid QPs are actually bounded by the size of training data. Since QPs must be associated with training instances sharing at least one identical attribute value with the query, the computational cost can be significantly reduced. Second, the rules we introduce in Section 3.4 can greatly accelerate the discovery of useful QPs. Once a QP is accepted or rejected, a number of QPs will be removed from further consideration.
Furthermore, the computational cost of the generation process can be greatly reduced by constraining the size of u, or by tightening the thresholds in Equation 3.2 and 3.3, or by imposing a limit on the minimum cardinality of QPs to be analyzed. In addition, the generation process is only employed when no useful QPs are found via direct exploration.
Empirical Investigation of QPAL
To investigate the learning process of QPAL, we synthesized two learning problems. They have the same attribute set F = {F 1 , F 2 , F 3 , F 4 } where each F i is defined on the value domain {1, 2, 3, 4}. The class label is binary taking on values of 0 or 1. We defined the class concept to be learned for the first synthetic problem as (( F 4 ) ). The class concept to be learned for the second synthetic problem is ((F 1 = F 2 ) ∧ (F 3 = F 4 )). We generated two synthetic data sets, one for each synthetic problem. Each data set consists of 256 instances, which covers all possible instantiations of F, from (1,1,1,1) to (4, 4, 4, 4) . In the data set of the first synthetic problem, 112 instances, i.e., 7/16 in ratio, are labeled as "positive" and 144 "negative" instances, i.e., 9/16 in ratio. For example, (1,1,2,3) and (2,2,3,3) are labeled as positive while (4,3,1,2) and (1,2,2,3) are labeled as negative. In the data set of the second synthetic problem, there are 16 positive instances, i.e., 1/16 in ratio, and 240 negative ones, i.e., 15/16 in ratio. For example, (1,1,4,4) and (2,2,3,3) are labeled as positive while (3,3,1,4) and (1,2,2,3) are labeled as negative.
One characteristic of the synthetic learning problems is that the class labels are evenly distributed over different values for different attributes, as depicted in Figure 4 . For instance, P (F i |C) remains constant for any value of any attribute. There is no difference between the information gain of any attribute values. Hence most classical learning models cannot handle this problem effectively. we have tested QPAL [20] , and Decision Tree (J48). For these classical learning models, we employed Weka-3-2-6 machine learning software package [19] freely available on the Web (http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/). Default parameter setting was used for each classical learning model. The leave-one-out method was used for measuring the classification performance.
The results in Table 1 show that most classical learning models we tested cannot handle the first problem effectively. Only QPAL and Bayesian Network can achieve perfect (100%) accuracy. For other models, Decision Tree (J48) performs better. However, it can be observed that the Decision Tree algorithm can only output an empty decision tree. The reason is that Decision Tree uses a greedy manner to chose an attribute as a node once at a time. When there are no difference between the information gain of different attributes, the partitioning process of the attribute space cannot con- tinue or cannot produce a reliable model. After investigating the output of Naive Bayes, we found that Naive Bayes can only conduct majority voting for this problem. As for kNN and Lazy Bayesian Rule (LBR), only the instances satisfying (( F 4 ) ) can be classified correctly. These two cases occupy 1/16 and 9/16 of the whole instances respectively and they precisely sum up to 62.5%. It can be observed that the Euclidean distance between two instances cannot be treated as a reliable measure of their similarity in terms of the target class concept. Consider the scenario of determining the class label of the query instance (2,2,3,2) in the first learning problem. The QPs are organized in a lattice as shown in Figure 5 . The associated training instances are also shown. The non-shaded dot denotes a negative instance whereas the shaded dot denotes a positive instance. It can be observed that the useful pattern (2,2,?,?) is in the middle of the lattice, whose associated 15 training instances have the same class label. QPAL first investigates valid QPs with the largest cardinality 3, i.e., {(2,2,3,?),(2,2,?,2),(2,?,3,2),(?,2,3,2)}. They are divided into two groups with different majority classes. After the generation, the group of positive class produces a useful new QP (2, 2, ?, ?) whereas the group of negative class produces none. Therefore, QPAL outputs the QP (2, 2, ?, ?) as the explanation of predicting the (2,2,3,2) as "positive". For kNN algorithm, the nearest neighbors on the top of the lattice cannot offer reliable prediction because of the existence of "irrelevant nearest neighbors". Although they are among the nearest training instances to the query instance, their associated QPs may not be useful for the prediction. For Decision Tree, the bottom QPs in Figure 5 represent single attribute values. They have no difference in terms of information gain. So the construction of a decision tree is not feasible. Figure 5 illustrates that QPAL benefits from the effective exploration for QPs of different attribute dimensions, which may not be fully utilized by other common learning models.
The output QPs demonstrates its good interpretability of the classification decision. Returning to the example above, If the instance to be classified is (2,2,3,2) , the discovered QPs r becomes {(2,2,?,?),(?,?,3,?),(?,?,?,2)}. The final class prediction is "positive". If the instance to be classified is (1,1,2,2 ), then r is { (1,1,?,? ),(?,?,2,2)}. The final class prediction is positive. It can be observed that QPAL appropriately captures useful QPs rather than handling each attribute separately or considering the complete attribute set as a whole. These selected QPs can provide a more comprehensible explanation for the classification decision.
For the second synthetic problem, the difference is that the positive class in the second synthetic problem is only a tiny fraction of the whole data set, which introduces challenges for the learning task. The results in Table 1 reveal that all classical learning models cannot achieve perfect performance. The reason is that the number of training instances is too small for the positive class. Hence all instances are predicted to be the majority class which occupies 93.75% of the data set. However, QPAL can perform the learning task in a perfect manner. The generation process successfully filters out the irrelevant QPs and selects the useful ones. It shows that QPAL has a good tolerance for the data sparseness problem.
Since QPAL focuses on the local QPs of the query instance, it can effectively discover useful patterns for prediction, as shown is this investigation. This empirical investigation suggests that QPAL is good at discovering some useful knowledge.
Handling Continuous Attribute Values and
Missing Values QPAL can be extended to handle continuous attribute values easily. A simple technique is to employ discretization methods [7] before QPAL processes the data. However, this will make the whole learning framework not a pure lazy learning because the discretization needs to preprocess the data.
An alternative method is to handle the continuous attribute values in the QPAL model. In the implementation of QPAL, each training instance is transformed into a binary string where each bit is associated with an attribute value. If a training instance shares the same value as the query on a particular attribute, then the corresponding bit is set to "1", otherwise it is set to "0". Thus the query can be represented by a binary string of all "1". Such a binary string is in fact another format of QP. Two or more training instances may have the same binary string. Hence the task of discovering QPs can be accomplished by a series of Boolean operations which can be computed efficiently.
We can integrate the handling of continuous attributes values into this transformation module. The neighborhood concept is used to replace the concept of equality. In other words, if a training instance falls into the neighborhood of the query at a given continuous attribute. Then the corresponding bit is set to 1, otherwise 0. The neighborhood is defined as x training instances with the closest values at the given attribute. The value x is usually specified as one half of the minimal class frequency among the training data. For computation, the training data only needs to be scanned only one time. A priority queue with the size x will remember the closest x training instances for each attribute. The transformation to binary strings is then guided by these priority queues.
In real-world problems, the instances usually contain missing attribute values. QPAL can handle these missing values very easily without any additional processing. The reason is that lazy learning makes each query instance has its independent learning process. Hence the attributes with missing values are just removed from the learning process for the query as if the problem is defined only on the attributes with known values.
Experiments and Discussions
Benchmark Data Sets
We have conducted extensive experiments on 18 benchmark data sets from the UCI repository of machine learning database [3] to evaluate our QPAL framework. These data sets, collected from different real-world problems in various domains, are shown in Table 2 .
We partitioned each data set into 10 even portions and then conducted 10-fold cross-validation. The performance is measured by the accuracy which is defined as the percentage of the number of correctly classified instances over the total number of testing instances. In these experiments, we have also investigated the performance of Naive Bayes, SVM, kNN, Lazy Bayesian Rule (LBR) and Decision Tree (J48) provided by Weka-3-2-6 machine learning software package. All these models except for kNN use default settings during the entire evaluation process. For kNN, we have conducted runs for k = 1,5 and 10. We reported the results for k = 5 because it achieves the best average classification accuracy among different k.
The results of lazy learning methods on different data sets are depicted in Table 3 . kNN achieves good performance on data sets such as Annealing, Credit, Letter, Vowel, Sonar, and Zoo. This observation suggests that kNN has some advantages for large data sets or data sets with large attribute dimensions. Our QPAL shares these advantages. Compared with existing lazy learning approaches, on most of the data sets, QPAL achieves good performance. For some data sets such as Contact, Glass, Hepatitis, Labor, and Sonar, QPAL outperforms all other classical lazy classifiers. The results also show that QPAL excels at handling data sets with incomplete data. The reason is due to the flexible framework of QPAL. It should be noted that despite its simplicity, lazy learning method kNN can achieve outstanding performances on some data sets when k = 1. For example, on data sets of Annealing, Letter, Sonar and Vowel, 1NN obtains 99.11%, 96.06%, 86.57% and 99.29% respectively. It significantly outperforms existing learning methods. However, 1NN suffers on other data sets due to its simplicity. QPAL can obtain comparable performance of 1NN on the above data sets, with less negative effect on other data sets. On average, the classification accuracy of QPAL on these 18 benchmark data sets is 90.6%, which shows improvement over other lazy learning models.
We also compared the performance of QPAL and some existing eager learning methods, i.e., SVM and J48. The average accuracy of each classifier is shown in Table 4 . According to our experiment results, lazy learning methods have advantages over eager learning methods on some learning problems. On these 18 benchmark data sets, QPAL achieves the best average score 90.6%. tackle this problem. We investigate applying our QPAL learning framework to spam email filtering. We used the data set from the Data Mining Cup 2003 (DMC2003) contest, whose task is to identify spam emails by means of data mining techniques. The training data set has 8, 000 instances and the testing data set has 11, 177 instances. Among those testing instances there are 4, 374 spam emails and 6, 803 nonspam emails. Each instance representing an email is recorded by 834 attributes. The attributes represent different tactics for identifying spam emails, for example, whether the email contains unsafe java script, or contains some keywords, or has a particular characteristic style. A complete description of all the attributes can be found in Open Source Project SpamAssassin (see http://spamassassin.org). The evaluation metric is measured by the filter-out rate which is defined as the number of emails being filtered out as spam emails divided by the number of emails being processed.
Spam Email Filtering Problem
QPAL is employed in a pure lazy learning manner without any customization to this data set. The empirical results show that QPAL can obtain prominent performance. In particular, QPAL performs very well in preserving non-spam emails while keeping a high filterout rate for spam emails. This characteristic is very important in business applications because many users Figure 6 where the submitted results of DMC2003 are also shown for comparison. The Xaxis in the graph represents the ratio of non-spam emails being incorrectly filtered out. The Y-axis represents the ratio of spam emails being correctly filtered out. The performance of each submitted group is expressed by the symbol "+". The performance of QPAL is indicated by the symbol "×". The closer is the symbol to the top-left corner, the better is the performance. It can be observed that QPAL is able to obtain a favorable tradeoff between the filtering of spam emails and the protection of normal emails. QPAL filters out more than 94% spam emails, which is far better than the filtering performance by many ISP which ranges from 60% to 80%. Even when compared with the submitted results of DMC2003, the performance of QPAL is comparable in terms of spam email filterout rate. Note that most of the submitted results are based on customized non-lazy learning models while QPAL conducts filtering in a lazy learning manner. In a lazy learning manner, the user need not to train the learning model frequently as spam emails change their patterns from time to time to avoid being filtered out. Specifically, the required task for QPAL only includes adding some typical spam emails into the training set. This property can help to cope with those intelligent spam email creators and rapidly changing spam emails.
As for the filter-out rate of non-spam email, QPAL shows a superior performance where only 0.13% of the non-spam emails are incorrectly filtered out. Meanwhile, most of the submitted results for DMC2003 cannot reach that level. People typically favor the filters which can protect more useful emails rather than the filters which can delete more spam emails. It is also common that there are a lot of spam emails disguised as a non-spam email, and they cannot be filtered out without raising the risk of losing non-spam emails. As a result, QPAL is indeed very competitive for spam email filtering.
Conclusions and Future Work
This paper proposes a novel query-driven lazy algorithm called QPAL, which attempts to discover local QPs for classifying the query instance. By customizing the learning process to the query and searching in an innovative way, it can avoid the horizon effect which commonly exists in many eager learning algorithms. We show that QPAL can guarantee the discovery of all QPs with perfect (100%) expected accuracy in polynomial time. To improve the efficiency of lazy learning on large data sets, QPAL can guarantee a low probability of rejecting any QPs with an expected accuracy higher than a specified value. The experimental results on a real world problem and benchmark data sets also demonstrate that our learning algorithm achieves prominent learning performance.
A promising future direction is to explore more sophisticated methods for assessing QPs. The class distributions on parent and children QPs can also be considered in making decisions on a particular QP as reinforcements. Moreover, some non-lazy learning techniques can be introduced into the learning framework, for example, the useful QPs selected for a given query can be stored for future usage if they meet some requirements. Another direction is to apply QPAL in online active learning. The rationale is that QPAL can organize the relevant QPs in a lattice structure and hence provide potentially useful instances in a hierarchical way to accelerate the learning with little user intervention.
